Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

**New collections**

- Provider: Bloomsbury Publishing (bloom)
  Drama Online Nick Hern Books Modern Plays Perpetual Access US Canada

- Provider: HighWire Press (highwire)
  SAGE Journals Clinical Medicine Shallow Backfile
  SAGE Journals Deep Backfile Clinical Medicine 2018
  SAGE Journals Health Science Shallow Backfile
  SAGE Journals HSS Shallow Backfile
  SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection
  SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection Backfile
  SAGE Journals Shallow Backfile
  SAGE Journals STM Shallow Backfile

- Provider: Knowledge Unlatched (knu)

  *** KU Kollektion FID Jüdische Studien / Collection FID Jewish Studies
  *** KU Language Science Press 2018 – 2020
  *** KU OGeSoMO

- Provider: Nature Publishing Group (NPG)
  Nature Nano

- Provider: Oxford University Press (OUP)
  Oxford Journals All Titles 2019
  Oxford Journals Archive All Titles 2019
  Oxford Journals Archive Collection 2019
  Oxford Journals Clinical Medicine 2019
  Oxford Journals Current Collection 2019
New cooperatively contributed collections

- *** DTL OA Alliant International University (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.177) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Ball State University Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.187) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Bangor University Dissertations (religious studies related) (global.215387.188) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Bath Spa & Besançon University Dissertations (religious studies related) (global.215387.189) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Books about Mozart (from Hathitrust) (global.215387.266) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Boston College Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.192) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Boston University Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.193) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
**DTL OA Bournemouth University dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.194)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Brown University Dissertations in Religious Studies (global.215387.69)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Brunel University Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.198)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Cambridge University Dissertations (global.215387.168)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Cambridge ebooks (religious studies interest) (global.215387.167)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Cardiff Metropolitan University Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.201)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Carelton University Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.202)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.203)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA CARLI (Illinois Library Consortium) (global.215387.299)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Catholic University of America Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.205)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Center for Hellenic Studies (Harvard University) (global.215387.272)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA City University London Dissertations (Religious Studies related) (global.215387.207)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Claremont Press (global.215387.248)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Claremont School of Theology Dissertations (global.215387.131)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Columbia University Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.212)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA De Montfort University Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.216)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Digital Repository of Ireland (Religious Studies Content) (global.215387.281)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Eastern Michigan University dissertations (religious studies related) (global.215387.222)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Ebooks at Biblical Studies.org.uk (global.215387.178)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA ebooks from University College London (religious studies related) (global.215387.235)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA Emory African American Collection 2 (global.215387.246)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

**DTL OA eScholarship Dissertations (Religious Studies) (global.215387.280)** – contributed by Digital Theological Library

- Geological Society, London, Memoirs (global.67271.155) – contributed by Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam Library
Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections, we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist. Not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection.

- Provider: HighWire Press (highwire)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Cardiology & Cardiovascular Medicine Subject Collection 2017 (highwire.sagecardiology17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1418)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Collection 2013 (highwire.sagecardiology13)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1418)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Collection 2014 (highwire.sagecardiology14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1418)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Collection 2015 (highwire.sagecardiology15)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1418)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Collection 2016 (highwire.sagecardiology16)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1418)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Cardiology & Cardiovascular Medicine Subject Collection Backfile 2017
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1418)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Collection Backfile 2014
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Subject Collection Backfile
Discontinued Collection: SAGE Criminology Collection 2017 (highwire.crim17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Criminology Collection (highwire.sagesubc0218)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Criminology Collection backfile 2014 (highwire.sagecrimbackfile14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Criminology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0218)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Criminology Subject Collection Backfile 2017 (highwire.sagecrimbackfile17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Criminology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0218)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Education Collection 2012 (highwire.sageeduc)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Education Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0518)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Education Collection 2013 (highwire.sageeduc13)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Education Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0518)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Education Collection 2014 (highwire.sageeduc14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Education Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0518)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Education Collection 2015 (highwire.sageeduc15)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Education Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0518)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Education Collection 2016 (highwire.sageeduc16)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Education Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0518)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Education Collection 2017 (highwire.sageeduc17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Education Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0518)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Education Collection Backfile 2014 (highwire.sageeducbackfile14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Education Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0518)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Education Subject Collection Backfile 2017 (highwire.sageeducbackfile17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Education Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0518)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Health Practice & Services Subject Collection 2017 (highwire.sagehealthpractice17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Health Practice and Services Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2218)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Health Practice and Services Collection 2014 (highwire.sagehealthpractice14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Health Practice and Services Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2218)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Health Practice and Services Collection 2015 (highwire.sagehealthpractice15)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Health Practice and Services Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2218)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Health Practice and Services Collection 2016 (highwire.sagehealthpractice16)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Health Practice and Services Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2218)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Health Practice & Services Collection backfile 2017
(highwire.sagehealthpracticebackfile17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Health Practice and Services Subject Collection Backfile
(highwire.sagebcol2218)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Mental Health Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1918)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Mental Health Subject Collection Backfile 2017 (highwire.sagementalbackfile17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Mental Health Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1918)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Neurology Collection 2014 (highwire.sageneurology14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Neurology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Neurology Collection 2015 (highwire.sageneurology15)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Neurology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Neurology Subject Collection 2016 (highwire.sageneurology16)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Neurology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Neurology Subject Collection 2017 (highwire.sageneurology17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Neurology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Neurology Collection Backfile 2014 (highwire.sageneurologybackfile14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Neurology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol2018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Neurology Subject Collection Backfile 2017 (highwire.sageneurologybackfile17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Neurology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol2018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Nursing and Health Sciences Collection 2016 (highwire.sagenurshealth16)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Nursing and Public Health Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0718)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Nursing and Health Sciences Collection 2017 (highwire.sagenurshealth17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Nursing and Public Health Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0718)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Nursing and Public Health Collection 2013 (highwire.sagenurshealth13)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Nursing and Public Health Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0718)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Nursing and Public Health Collection 2014 (highwire.sagenurshealth14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Nursing and Public Health Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0718)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Nursing and Public Health Collection 2015 (highwire.sagenurshealth15)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Nursing and Public Health Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0718)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Nursing & Public Health Subject Collection Backfile 2017
(highwire.sagenurhealthbackfile17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Nursing and Public Health Subject Collection Backfile
(highwire.sagebcol0718)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Nursing and Health Sciences Collection Backfile 2014 (highwire.sagenurshealth14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Nursing and Public Health Subject Collection Backfile
(highwire.sagebcol0718)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Oncology Collection 2013 (highwire.sageoncology13)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Oncology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1618)
Discontinued Collection: SAGE Politics and International Relations Collection 2017 (highwire.sagepolinternat17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Politics and International Relations Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0318)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Political Science Collection Backfile 2014 (highwire.sagepolinternatbackfile14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Politics and International Relations Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0318)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Politics & International Relations Subject Collection Backfile 2017
(highwire.sagepolinternatbackfile17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Politics and International Relations Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0318)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Psychology Collection 2012 (highwire.sagepsyc)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0618)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Psychology Collection 2013 (highwire.sagepsyc13)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0618)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Psychology Collection 2014 (highwire.sagepsyc14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0618)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Psychology Collection 2015 (highwire.sagepsyc15)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0618)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Psychology Collection 2016 (highwire.sagepsyc16)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0618)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Psychology Collection 2017 (highwire.sagepsyc17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0618)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Psychology Collection Backfile 2014 (highwire.sagepsycbackfile14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0618)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Psychology Subject Collection Backfile 2017 (highwire.sagepsycbackfile17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0618)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Theology Collection 2013 (highwire.sagetheology13)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Religion Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1118)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Theology Collection 2014 (highwire.sagetheology14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Religion Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1118)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Theology Collection 2015 (highwire.sagetheology15)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Religion Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1118)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Sociology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0418)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Sociology Subject Collection 2017 (highwire.sagesoc17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Sociology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0418)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Sociology Collection Backfile 2014 (highwire.sagesocbackfile14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Sociology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0418)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Sociology Subject Collection Backfile 2017 (highwire.sagesocbackfile17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Sociology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0418)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Urban Studies & Planning Subject Collection 2017 (highwire.sageurb17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Urban Studies and Planning Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Urban Studies and Planning Collection 2012 (highwire.sageurb)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Urban Studies and Planning Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Urban Studies and Planning Collection 2013 (highwire.sageurb13)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Urban Studies and Planning Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Urban Studies and Planning Collection 2014 (highwire.sageurb14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Urban Studies and Planning Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Urban Studies and Planning Collection 2015 (highwire.sageurb15)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Urban Studies and Planning Subject Collection(highwire.sagesubc1018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Urban Studies and Planning Collection 2016 (highwire.sageurb16)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Urban Studies and Planning Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Urban Studies & Planning Subject Collection Backfile 2017 (highwire.sageurbbackfile17)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Urban Studies and Planning Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1018)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Urban Studies and Planning Collection Backfile 2014 (highwire.sageurbbackfile14)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Urban Studies and Planning Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1018)

**Statistics**

 Totals:
 6,783 providers
21,209 collections
41,550,413 records